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SA GAUGE - Industrial Quality Pressure Measurement

SA Gauge offers a complete range of industrial quality mechanical and digital pressure measurement instruments, manufactured to the
highest standards to ensure accuracy, reliability and durability.
Pressure measurements range from -100kPa vacuum to +250MPa pressure with brass or stainless steel wetted parts, available in all
popular process connection sizes and case diameters.
Special design and OEM speciﬁcations pressure gauges can be manufactured on request.

SA GAUGE - Industrial Quality Temperature Measurement

SA Gauge offers a complete range of industrial quality bimetal and gas actuated mechanical temperature measurement instruments,
manufactured to the highest standards to ensure accuracy, reliability and durability.
Temperature measurements range from -40OC to +600OC with brass or stainless steel wetted parts, available in all popular stem sizes,
capillary lengths and case diameters. Solida drilled and fabricated thermowells in stainless steel 316 and other exotic materials are
available, manufacutred to order.
Special design and OEM speciﬁcations pressure gauges can be manufactured on request.

SA GAUGE - Diaphragm Seals Manufactured in South Africa

SA Gauge offers a complete range of industrial quality diaphragm seals, manufactured to the highest standards to ensure accuracy,
reliability and durability.
Intended to protect pressure instruments from aggressive, hot, corrosive or solidifying media. Suitable for the general industrial, dairy,
brewery, chemical, pharmaceutical and process industry. The wetted parts are available in all popular size threaded, clamped or ﬂanged
process connections, in stainless steel 316 or other exotic materials.
Special design and OEM speciﬁcations diaphragm seals can be manufactured on request.

Due to continous product development, products may vary from brochure. *E&OE. Please contact SA Gauge (Pty) Ltd to verify.
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SA GAUGE - Pressure Test Kits Manufactured in South Africa
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SA Gauge offers a complete range of industrial quality pressure testing kits, manufactured to the highest standards to ensure accuracy,
reliability and durability.
The easy to handle, robust testing kits are intended for troubleshooting on hydraulic, air and vacuum systems. Lightweight, powder coated,
metal cases with storage compartments for spare ﬁttings and hoses are available in three sizes, accommodating up to 16 pressure gauges
ranging from -100kPa vacuum to +100MPa pressure.
Special design and OEM speciﬁcations pressure testing kits can be manufactured on request.

SA GAUGE - Pressure Gauge Accessories

SA Gauge offers a complete range of industrial quality accessories to complement our range of pressure and temperature measurement
instruments, manufactured to the highest standards to ensure reliability and durability.
To protect the instrument against damage and extend the service life, our range of pressure gauge cocks, syphon tubes, capillary
assemblies, rubber protection covers, over pressure protection devices, snubbing and damping devices are available in all popular
process connection sizes and materials.
Special design and OEM. speciﬁcations pressure gauges can be manufactured on request.

SA GAUGE - Accreditation - SANAS & ISO 17025/2005

sanas
Calibration Laboratory

SANAS & ISO 17025 : 2005
Accredited Calibration Laboratory, No 245
SA Gauge’s in-house calibration laboratory has been accredited to SANAS ISO / IEC 17052:2005 standards to ensure national and
international traceability.
Our calibration laboratory offers calibration services and certiﬁcates for our own SA Gauge brand as well as to other brands of instruments
with very short turnaround times.
Onsite calibration can be done on request.

Due to continous product development, products may vary from brochure. *E&OE. Please contact SA Gauge (Pty) Ltd to verify.
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GENERAL PURPOSE INDUSTRIAL GAUGE - For general demanding
industrial applications like hydraulic, mining, shipping and machine
building industry. Glycerine ﬁllable,

40, 50, 63, 80, 100, 160, 250mm dial
S/steel case and crimp bezel
Brass or s/steel 316 wetted parts
1/8, 1/4, 3/8, 1/2" BSP/NPT Bottom or rear
connection. Panel or surface mount ﬂange
optional
-100...0...160MPa, bar, psi etc.
Accuracy 1.0% and 1.6% F.S.

CAPSULE GAUGE - Low pressure capsule intended for measuring
low pressure in applications such as the medical, laboratory, vacuum
and ﬁlter monitoring etc. Dry media only.

63, 80, 100, 160mm dial
S/steel case and crimp bezel
Brass or s/steel 316 internal parts
1/8, 1/4, 3/8, 1/2" BSP/NPT Bottom or rear
connection. Panel or surface mount ﬂange
optional
-100...0...40kPa, bar, psi etc.
Accuracy 1.6% F.S.

DIAPHRAGM OPERATED PRESSURE GAUGE - Over pressure safe
gauge for lpw pressure crystallising or polluting media in the range
0-4, 6, 10, 16, 25, 40...2500kPa. Industrial, mining and process industry.

100,160mm dial
S/steel case and bayonet bezel
S/steel 316 wetted parts
1/2" BSP Bottom connection only
-100...0...2500kPa, bar, psi etc.
Accuracy 1.0% F.S.

REFRIGERATION PRESSURE GAUGE - Intended for refrigeration
and air-conditioning industry for media such as Freon and Ammonia.
Glycerine Fillable.

63, 100, 160mm dial
S/steel case and crimp bezel
Brass or s/steel 316 wetted parts
1/8, 1/4, 3/8, 1/2" BSP/NPT Bottom or rear
connection. Panel or surface mount ﬂange
optional
-100...0...1250 or 2500kPa, bar, psi etc. With gas
temp scale.
Accuracy 1.0% and 1.6% F.S.

MINING PRESSURE GAUGE - Staple lock plug ﬁtting gauge is
intended for mining equipment and plants where hydraulic support is
required. Glycerine ﬁllable.

50, 63mm dial
S/steel case and crimped bezel
Brass wetted parts
Staple lock plug connection
0...60MPa, bar, psi etc.
Accuracy 1.6% F.S.

CONTRACTORS GAUGE - Cost effective pressure gauge suitable
for pneumatic, heating / air-conditioning and medical applications.
Not glycerine ﬁllable.

40, 50, 63, 100mm dial
S/steel case and clip in window
Brass wetted parts
1/8, 1/4, 3/8" BSP Bottom or rear connection.
-100...0...40MPa
Accuracy 1.6% F.S.

TEST PRESSURE GAUGE - Precision test pressure gauge intended
for reliable, accurate measurement in the pressure testing and
industrial gauge calibration industry.

100, 160mm dial
S/steel case and bayonet bezel
Brass or s/steel 316 wetted parts
1/8, 1/4, 3/8, 1/2" BSP/NPT Bottom or rear
connection. Panel or surface mount ﬂange
optional
-100...0...250MPa, bar, psi etc.
Accuracy 0.6% and 0.25% F.S.

TYRE PRESSURE GAUGE - Robust, accurate tyre pressure gauge,
intended for the mining and industrial automotive industry.
Glycerine ﬁllable.

50, 63, 80, 100mm dial
S/steel case and crimp bezel
Brass wetted parts
Push and hold tyre valve ﬁtting. Screw on or
other on request.
0...160...1000kPa, bar, psi etc.
Accuracy 1.6% F.S.

SAFETY PRESSURE GAUGE - Safety pattern gauge with solid front
bafﬂe wall and blow out back for safe, immediate pressure relief.
Intended for the industrial, mining and process industry.

100mm dial
S/steel case, solid front with blow out back, with
bayonet lock bezel.
Brass or s/steel 316 wetted parts
1/2" BSP Bottom connection.
-100...0...250MPa, bar, psi etc.
Accuracy 1.0% F.S.

Due to continous product development, products may vary from brochure. *E&OE. Please contact SA Gauge (Pty) Ltd to verify.
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ELECTRICAL CONTACT PRESSURE GAUGE - With external dome
mounted snap action magnetic contacts are intended for the control
and regulation of industrial processes where switching of electrical
circuits are required for the industrial, mining and process industry.
100, 160mm dial
S/steel case and bayonet bezel
1/2" BSP /NPT Bottom or rear connection.
Panel or surface mount ﬂange optional
Magnetic snap action contacts
-100...0...250MPa, bar, psi etc.
Accuracy 1.0% F.S.

DUPLEX PRESSURE GAUGE - Intended for the display of two
separate input pressures on the same gauge for comparison purposes
in the general industrial, mining and process industry.

100, 160mm dial
S/steel case and crimp bezel
Duplex brass wetted parts
1/4, 3/8, 1/2" BSP Bottom or rear connection.
Panel or surface mount ﬂange optional
-100...0...4000kPa, bar, psi etc.
Accuracy 1.0% and 1.6% F.S.

LOCOMOTIVE PRESSURE GAUGE, 100mm (4") ROUND Robust duplex gauge designed for rolling stock in the railway or
industrial locomotive industry.

100mm dial
S/steel case with slotted front ﬂange for
illumination.
Duplex brass wetted parts
1/4, 3/8" NPT Bottom connection
-100...0...6000kPa, bar, psi etc.
Accuracy 1.0% F.S.

PRECISION DIGITAL PRESSURE GAUGE - Precision digital gauge
intended for calibration and laboratory use where repeated, accurate
pressure readings are required.

95mm dial, precision gauge
Aluminium case with s/steel 316 connection and
wetted parts
5 Digit LCD display, battery operated
1/4 NPT Bottom connection.
-100...0...70MPa, bar, psi etc.
Accuracy 0.05% F.S.

PRESSURE TRANSMITTER - General purpose pressure transmitters
are intended for the general industry such as hydraulic, pneumatic,
mining, chemical, petro-chemical, shipping, machine buliding etc

All s/steel construction and wetted parts.
Din plug for wiring
4-20 mA output, 10-30 V DC
1/2" BSP male connection or with ﬂush
diaphragm
-100...0...250MPa, bar, psi etc.
Universal DIN type, 4 digit LED plug-on display
optional
Accuracy 0.5% and 0.25% F.S.

ELECTRICAL CONTACT PRESSURE GAUGE - With internal, built-in
micro switch contacts are intended for the control and regulation of
industrial processes where switching of electrical circuits are required
for the industrial, mining and process industry.
100, 160, 250mm dial
S/steel case and crimp bezel
1/2" BSP Bottom or rear connection.
Panel or surface mount ﬂange optional
Built-in micro switch contacts
0...600kPa...250MPa, bar, psi etc.
Accuracy 1.6% F.S.

LOCOMOTIVE PRESSURE GAUGE, 160mm (6") SQUARE Robust duplex gauge designed for rolling stock in the railway or
industrial locomotive industry.

160mm dial
S/steel case with square slotted front ﬂange for
illumination.
Duplex brass wetted parts
1/4, 3/8" NPT Bottom
-100...0...6000kPa, bar, psi etc.
Accuracy 1.0% F.S.

DIGITAL PRESSURE GAUGE - General purpose digital gauge
intended for industrial, mining and process industry.

80mm dial, general purpose
S/steel case with s/steel 316 connection and
wetted parts.
5 Digit LCD display, battery operated
1/4NPT Bottom connection.
-100...0...60MPa, bar, psi etc.
Accuracy 0.5% and 1.0% F.S.

HIGH PRESSURE DIGITAL GAUGE - High pressure precision digital
gauge intended for the calibration and laboratory use where repeated,
highly accurate readings are required.

95mm dial, precision gauge
Aluminium case with s/steel 316 connection and
wetted parts
5 Digit LCD display, power or battery operated
M20 x 1.5 Bottom connection.
0...100...250MPa, bar, psi etc.
Accuracy 0.05% F.S.

VAPOUR EXPANSION THERMOMETER - Heavy duty thermometer
intended for the demanding industrial automotive industry, such as for
the portable air compressors / generators and earthmoving equipment
industry.
50, 63, 80, 100mm dial
S/steel case and crimped bezel. Panel or surface
mount ﬂange optional
Flexible capillary with probe into brass pocket
mount with 1/8, 1/4, 3/8, 1/2" male threaded
connection
+40....+120 or + 160 deg.C
Accuracy 1.6% F.S.

Due to continous product development, products may vary from brochure. *E&OE. Please contact SA Gauge (Pty) Ltd to verify.
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BIMETAL THERMOMETER - Versatile bimetal thermometer intended
for the chemical, petro-chemical, energy, oil & gas and the food &
beverage industry. For installation in pipes, vessels, plant, machinery
etc
50, 63, 80, 100,125, 160mm dial
S/steel case and crimp or bayonet bezel
1/2" ﬁxed or adjustable connection. Bottom, rear
or adjustable angle
Stem dia 6mm std. Stem length 63 to 610mm long
- 30 to +600 deg. C
Accuracy 1.6% F.S.

BIMETAL THERMOMETER - Economically priced thermometer
intended for the general heating and cooling industry. For installation in
air-conditioning, solar power and hot water boiler systems

100mm dial
S/steel case and crimp bezel
Brass stem with 1/2" BSP rear connection.
Length 63mm or 100mm. Dia 11mm
0-60 or 120 deg. C
Accuracy 1.6% F.S.

WALL MOUNT DIAL THERMOMETER - Dial type surface mount
thermometer intended for measuring room temperature. Customised
dials to OEM requirements.

Ideal as gifts to customers or family
100 and 160mm dial
S/Steel case and crimp or bayonet bezel
Rear ﬂange for wall mounting
-30 to +50 deg C
Accuracy 1.6% F.S

GAS ACTUATED THERMOMETER - Heavy duty nitrogen actuated
thermometer intended for local or remote reading in the chemical,
petro-chemical, energy, oil & gas and the food & beverage industry.
Glycerine ﬁllable
63, 100, 160, 250mm dial
S/steel case and crimp or bayonet bezel. Panel
or surface mount ﬂange optional.
Rigid stem or ﬂexible capillary with ﬁxed or
adjustable connection. Stem dia 12mm std. Stem
length 100 to 300mm long.
-30 to +600 deg. C
Accuracy 1.0% or 1.6% F.S.

MACHINE THERMOMETER - V-Line versatile thermometer intended
for the general machine building, cooling / heating, air-conditioning
and refrigeration industry. Vibration resistant with a long service life.

Body 200mm long
Aluminium body with brass probe
Straight or angle type
Glass insert, non-toxic, blue prismatic temp
indication
-30+50, 0...60/120/160/200 deg. C
Accuracy 1.6% F.S.

WALL MOUNT PLASTIC THERMOMETER - Plastic body
thermometer with glass thermometer insert intended for measuring
minimum and maximum room temperatures. Resettable or regular.

Rectangular plastic body, 200mm long
Glass thermometer insert with coloured liquid
indication
Wall mountable
-30 to +50 deg C
Accuracy 1.6% F.S

DIAPHRAGM SEAL, GENERAL PURPOSE - Intended to protect
pressure measuring instruments from aggressive, hot, corrosive or
solidifying media. Intended for the general industrial, mining, chemical
and process industry.

FLANGED DIAPHRAGM SEAL - Open ﬂange type diaphragm seal
intended to protect pressure measuring instruments from aggressive,
hot, corrosive or solidifying media. Intended for the general industrial,
mining, chemical and process industry.

All s/steel construction or with PTFE, hastelloy,
tantalum or other exotic material used for wetted
parts
Screwed 1/2" or 1/” BSP female process
connection standard
-100...0...60MPa, bar, psi etc.
-30 to +200'C process temp

Flanged, with ﬂush welded or bolted diaphragm
seal manufactured with process appropriate
materials such as stainless steel 316, hastelloy,
tantalum etc. Protective coatings on request
Available for all common standards and nominal
diameters
Pressure and temperature rating as per ﬂange
limitations

MINI DIAPHRAGM SEAL, THREADED – Intended for hot and high
pressure media in the general industrial, mining and process industry.
Flush welded diaphragm eliminate blind spaces where process media
could solidify, such as in industrial painting lines.
Stainless steel 316. Other materials on request.
Threaded 1/2”, 3/4”,1”, 2” BSP or NPT male
Pressure -100…0… 60MPa. Vacuum and lower
pressures not available in1/2” and 3/4"
Process Temp: -20 to + 200’C.

SANITARY DIAPHRAGM SEAL, THREADED – Threaded design
quick coupling facilitates easy removal for cleaning purposes. Intended
for sterile hygienic service in the food and beverage, dairy, brewery
and pharmaceutical industry.
Stainless steel 316. Filling ﬂuids compatible with
the process medium.
Threaded DN 25…..80 and SMS 11/2” and 2”
Pressure -100…0… 2500kPa
Process Temp: -20 to + 120’C.

Due to continous product development, products may vary from brochure. *E&OE. Please contact SA Gauge (Pty) Ltd to verify.
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SANITARY DIAPHRAGM SEAL, CLAMPED – Clamp design quick
coupling facilitates easy removal for cleaning purposes. Intended for
sterile hygienic service in the food and beverage, dairy, brewery and
pharmaceutical industry.
Stainless steel 316.
Tri-clover Clamp DN 25…..80
Pressure -100…0… 2500kPa.
Process Temp -20 to + 120’C

PRESSURE TEST KITS – Portable pressure testing kits designed
for fault ﬁnding on hydraulic, pneumatic and vacuum systems

TKS, TKM, TKL series: Rectangular, powder
coated carry case in lightweight metal, with your
selection of pressure ranges. Each gauge with
its own test point.
TKQ series: Round s/steel carry case with
hanger hook or magnetic back. Three gauges
working as one. One pressure test point, auto
switching between ranges

GAUGE COCK – Gauge cocks are intended to isolate the pressure
measuring instrument from the pressure source, or to vent the
connected instrument and put it in a pressure free condition in order
to increase the instrument service life.
Material brass
1/4”, 3/8” 1/2” BSP ﬁxed female ends standard.
Female Swivel and other conﬁgurations on
request.
Max. pressure 2500kPa
Max. temperature 50’C

SNUBBER / PULSATION DAMPENER – Adjustable snubber /
pulsation dampeners are intended for the use with pressure gauges
to suppress pressure spikes, surges and pulsations. This improves
the reading accuracy and increases the instrument service life.
Material brass or stainless steel.
1/2” BSP gauge connection x 1/2” BSP process
connection
Max. pressure 40MPa
Max. temperature 120’C

GAUGE ADAPTORS – Intended for installation of instruments and
accessories. Useful where mismatching of instrument to process
connection threads occur.
Material brass or stainless steel.
1/4”, 3/8” 1/2” BSP male or female ends
standard. Female Swivel and other conﬁgurations
on request.
Max. Pressure Brass-16MPa
Max. pressure S/steel 160MPa

SANITARY DIAPHRAGM SEAL - High pressure, homogeniser
diaphragm seal with clamp or threaded design quick coupling
facilitates easy removal for cleaning purposes. Intended for hygienic
service in the food and beverage, dairy and pharmaceutical industry.
Stainless steel 316
Homogeniser ﬂange or threaded 11/4” female nut
Pressure Range 0 … 60MPa.
Process Temp -20 to + 120’C.

RUBBER COVER – Intended for the protection of pressure gauges
against impact damage. Ideal for protecting handheld test gauges
against accidental bumping, dropping or rough handling
Extending the service life of the instrument.
Natural rubber.
63,100,160mm Suitable for bottom or rear
mounting gauges without mounting ﬂanges

SYPHON TUBES – Syphon tubes are intended to protect the
pressure measuring instrument from steam or other excessively hot
process media, in order to increase the instrument service life.

Material mild or stainless steel. U shape or
trumpet shape (pigtail)
1/4, 3/8” 1/2" BSP male or female ends standard
Female swivel on request
Max. pressure 16MPa
Max. temperature 400’C

OVERPRESSURE PROTECTOR, ADJUSTABLE – Adjustable
overpressure protectors are intended to protect the instrument
against damage when subjected to pressures in excess of the
instruments maximum rating. Extending instrument service life.
Material brass or stainless steel.
1/2” BSP female gauge connection x 1/2” BSP
male process connection.
Max. pressure 60MPa
Max. temperature 80’C

SEALING WASHERS – Intended to facilitate a leak-proof connection
between instrument and process connection. The specially proﬁled
seal version enables the correct setting of the gauge face for
readability through a half turn rotation after sealing.
Material - copper, aluminium, s/steel, and PTFE
Suitable for 1/4”,3/8”, 1/2” BSP connections
Max. pressure 160MPa (Material d
Max. temperature 400’C (Material dependant)

Due to continous product development, products may vary from brochure. *E&OE. Please contact SA Gauge (Pty) Ltd to verify.
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COOLING TOWER – Solid machined radiator type cooling towers
are intended to protect the instrument from damage by excessively
high process media temperatures. Recommended when process
temperatures exceed 100’C.

CAPILLARY ASSEMBLY – Capillary assemblies are intended to
protect the instrument from damage by vibration or high process
temperatures. Enables remote reading of pressure gauges.

Solid machined stainless steel 316
1/2” BSP female gauge connection x 1/2” BSP
male process connection (Other sizes on request)
Max. pressure 60MPa
Max. temperature 300’C

Stainless steel capillary tube with or without
spiral armour protection
1/2” BSP female gauge connection x 1/2” BSP
male process connection. (Other sizes on request)
Max. pressure 60MPa
Max. temperature 500’C

CONVERSION CHART
SA GAUGE STANDARD PRESSURE RANGES
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Due to continous product development, products may vary from brochure. *E&OE. Please contact SA Gauge (Pty) Ltd to verify.

